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Intelerad Names Healthcare Technology Veteran Jordan Bazinsky
as CEO, Ushering in New Era for the Global Company

The organization’s future course will be guided by the new executive who, for over 20
years, has scaled transformational healthcare companies while driving next-level

innovation for global teams.

Raleigh, NC and Boston, MA – May 23rd, 2023 – Intelerad Medical Systems™, a leading
global provider of enterprise medical imaging solutions, announced the retirement of CEO Mike
Lipps, who served the company for nearly three years as part of a 20-plus year software
industry career, and is handing the organization’s global team and mission over to Mr. Jordan
Bazinsky as the new Chief Executive Officer.

“We are grateful for Mike’s contributions and leadership that helped shape Intelerad into the
medical imaging management leader it is today.” said JB Brian, Partner at Hg and Intelerad
Chairman. “Jordan’s healthcare experience is coming at a crucial time. His innate ability to
efficiently run and significantly scale businesses within this space is invaluable, and we are
confident he is the right leader to steer the organization to new heights.”

Bazinsky is recognized for driving breakthrough growth across enterprise healthcare
organizations, and joins Intelerad following over 20 years of relevant experience, most recently
serving in executive leadership positions at Cotiviti and Verisk Health. His track record for
leveraging technology to improve outcomes for patients and providers brings immediate benefit
to Intelerad. Motivated by Intelerad’s mission to improve global human health, Bazinsky’s focus
is on the responsibility the organization has to enhance outcomes in healthcare and bring value
to the organization’s global client base.

“I’ve been entrusted with ensuring that Intelerad’s vision aligns with our clients’ most critical
needs in supporting their unique healthcare journeys,” said Jordan Bazinsky, CEO, Intelerad. “I
am intimately tied to this industry, and value the work that has been done before me. Now, we
have an opportunity to look ahead, evaluate our position and determine how we can make the
biggest impact on the lives of healthcare providers and the patients they serve.”

More than two decades ago, Intelerad was founded to democratize access to medical imaging
software solutions. It has since grown to serve nearly 2,500 clients worldwide, and has acquired
seven world-class companies since December 2020, allowing the organization to enhance its
technology and product offerings while growing its global team.

To learn more about Intelerad visit intelerad.com and follow the company on LinkedIn and
Twitter.
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Intelerad is one of the leading providers of medical imaging software
and services for the healthcare industry. Headquartered in Raleigh, NC and Montreal, Quebec,
Intelerad has over 900 employees located in offices across six countries. Nearly 2,500
healthcare organizations around the world rely on Intelerad products to manage patient data,
helping them reduce workload while improving patient outcomes. Intelerad’s award-winning
enterprise imaging solutions have been recognized globally by KLAS, with Intelerad’s Ambra
Health ranked #1 in Image Exchange for eight consecutive years. To learn more, visit
intelerad.com.
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